
Chapter 9 
 

OBJECTIVES  
 
Upon completion of this chapter, students should be able to:  
 
1.  Recognize, decline, and translate the demonstratives hic, ille, and iste.  
 
2. Distinguish between these demonstratives, in both usage and translation, as either 
 adjectives or pronouns.  
 
3. Recognize, decline, and translate the nine common irregular first/second-declension 
 adjectives that have a genitive singular ending in -ius and a dative singular in -i.  
 
 
GRAMMATICA ET VOCABULA NOVA (“New Grammar and Vocabulary”)   
  
Review all vocabulary first (http://www.flashcardexchange.com/tag/wheelock using 
search criteria “liberty classical school” in the “tags matching” search window).  Then, 
review all new grammar before completing the sentence translation (Latin to English 
only) homework.  
 

PRACTICE AND REVIEW 
 
 
1. Hic totus liber litteras Romanas semper laudat.  
 This entire book constantly praises Roman literature. 
  
2. Hi igitur illis deabus heri gratias agebant.  
 Therefore, these men were giving thanks to those goddesses yesterday. (Students 
 may be tempted to translate hi simply as “these,” but refer them to the statement at the 
 bottom of p. 56: when standing alone and functioning as prons. rather than as adjs., 
 demonstratives should ordinarily be translated as “this man,” “that woman,” “these 
 things,” etc., depending on gender, number, and context.)  
 
3. Illud de vitiis istius reginae nunc scribam, et ista poenas dabit.  
 I will now write that (thing) concerning the crimes of that (wicked) queen, and 
 that (the despicable) woman shall pay the penalty. (Illud here = some document. 
 The context, with its ref. to a penalty, makes it clear that both istius and ista here have the 
 disparaging or contemptuous force which the text and Vocab. mention is common with 
 this demonstrative.) 
  
4. Neuter alteri plenam copiam pecuniae tum dabit.  
 Neither (man) will then provide a full (generous) supply of money to the other. 
 (Remind students of the distinction of meaning between alius and alter. Since the dat. 
 ending in -i is newly introduced in this ch., students may misconstrue it as a gen.: remind 
 them of the importance of learning to recognize the nine UNUS NAUTA adjs. and their 
 special gen. and dat. endings.)  
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5. Potestne laus ullius terrae esse perpetua?  
 Can the praise of any country be unending? (A student might suppose ullius 
 modifies laus, since they are adjacent and both end in -us; remind them again of the 
 UNUS NAUTA adjs. and their endings.)  
 
6. Labor unius numquam poterit has copias vincere.  
 The effort of one (a single) man will never be able to defeat these forces.  
 
7. Mores istius scriptoris erant nimis mali.  
 The habits of that (despicable) writer were (That writer’s character was) 
 excessively evil. (Ask students how they know that istius here has its common 
 contemptuous force: mores . . . erant mali is of course the cue. Ask the same question 
 about isto in the next sent.)  
 
8. Nulli magistri, tamen, sub isto vera docere audebant.  
 Still, no teachers dared to teach true things (the truth) under that man (during 
 that man’s reign/tenure).  
 
9. Valebitne pax in patria nostra post hanc victoriam?  
 Will peace flourish in our land after this victory? 
 

10. Dum illi ibi remanent, alii nihil agunt, alii discunt.  
 While those men remain there, some are doing nothing, others are learning. 
 (Nihil could be construed as obj. of discunt, as of agunt, “some men are doing nothing, 
 some are learning nothing”; context would clarify the exact meaning. Students may need 
 to be reminded of the meaning “some . . . others . . . ” for alii . . . alii . . .; refer them to 
 the ch.’s Vocab.) 


